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In the theory of graph colorings, it has been of great interest to cmstru_ct 
“sparse” graphs of high chromatic number. These constructions are surveyed in 
[3]. For the infinite case, Erdiis and Wajnal [l] gave the following nice 
construction. Let G1 be the graph whose vertices are the intervals with integer 
endpoints, and two of them, say [aI, b,] ami [az, bz] fai G bi for f = 1,2) are 
adjacent if and only if b1 = u2 or al = b2. Then G1 is triangle-free (trivially), and 
one can show that it has an i&&e chromatic number. (The graph G1 is often 
called the l-shift graph, but this is unimportant in the present context.) 
Another simple and attractive construction was found by CSy5rf6s [2]. Let G2 
have a vertex set consisting of the lattice points of the positive quadrant of the 
plane, i.e., gs:- ,& both coordinates of y&i& ar_e p&iv+6 integers. J&n each such 
vertex (a, b) to all vertices whose first coordinate is equal to Q + b. 
Deting Gi as the subgraph of Ga induced by the inten& [Q, b] such that 
0 C a C b, the mapping V(G2) -_) vjG;j f&i& && (~,bj $c [~,a +_b] is an 
isomorphism. A similar mapping exists from V(G2) to (Ia, b] : a < b C 1) l 
lMoreover, the vertex set ([a, B] : a G 0 < b} is independent in G1. Hence, the 
following statement holds. 
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